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Raphael Francis displaying
some of his ready to sale
honey products

Word from the Managing Director

Nicomed Bohay
Managing Director

T

he Year 2019 saw the agricultural sector experience
a paradigm shift through the expansion of the annual
growth rate of banks credit to the sector compared to
2018.
According to the Bank of Tanzania’s monthly economic
review of November 2019, Tanzania’s agricultural sector credit
is increasing at an adequately fast rate to negate the earlier
notion that agricultural activities were not bankable, leading
to commercial banks shutting doors on the sector ostensibly
on grounds that it is a risky business.
As the country’s agricultural sector celebrates the good
news of increased agricultural lending, it is no secret that a
big percentage of the increased lending has been catalysed
by institutions closely working with financial institutions in
linking agribusiness entrepreneurs for credit.
The Private Agricultural Sector Support is one such
institution whose credit guarantee scheme continues to
register increased beneficiaries with time, contributing
significantly to the development of the country’s agricultural
sector through employment creation and poverty reduction
that forms part of the country’s priority areas.
Since inception and until 2019, a total of 1.15 million
agricultural entrepreneurs have benefited from PASS
guaranteed loans amounting to TZS 844.9 billion between the
years 2000, to 2019, with over 2.5 million jobs created over
the same period.
In the year 2019 alone, the total number of loans for
different Guarantee Products reached a total of 226,689
beneficiaries compared to 2018 where the total number of
beneficiaries was 196,873. The beneficiaries included farmer
groups, SACCOS, farmers’ associations and companies as
well as individuals and women groups involved in agricultural
activities

This demonstrates and proves the catalyst role that PASS
is playing towards boosting the agricultural sector through
credit guarantee financing.
It is worth noting that out of the TZS 1,766 Billion loans
given by the banking industry to the country’s agricultural
sector up to November 2019, a total of TZS 277 Billion loans
(16%) were PASS guaranteed. Looking back at the trend of
lending to agricultural sector in Tanzania as per BOT data,
the year 2018 is the year that saw PASS guaranteeing highest
loans of TZS 217 billion out of TZS 952 billion loans provided
by the entire banking sector in the country, representing 23%
of the loans given. These statistics indicate that PASS has
played a significant catalytic role to drive the banking industry
to lend to the agricultural sector.
This move underscores PASS intention of making it easy
for Tanzanians in the agribusiness sector, whether small,
medium or large-scale entrepreneurs to access finance from
various financial institutions in the country. This has not only
increased agricultural production but also contributed to the
country’s food security, sustainability and economic growth.
I take this opportunity to sincerely thank the government
of Tanzania for the support extended towards ensuring an
enabling environment for the sector to continue to thrive.
I wish to also acknowledge the very important
contribution from our partners and funders, the Governments
of Denmark and Sweden for making it possible for PASS to
be able to talk about these success stories in the agricultural
sector.
Through their support, we have been able to reach
beneficiaries spread across Tanzania. This impact booklet
attempts to capture some of the success stories straight from
the beneficiaries who explain how it has been transforming
their lives through PASS Credit Guarantee scheme.

Enhancing the Capacity of local
processing firms to support small scale
farmers in Tanzania’s Eastern Zone

THE AWARD

Aisha SuleimanProduction
Manager displays
some of the
company’s
products

The case of Magin LTD – in
Kondoa district-Dodoma Region
Prime Minister Kassim Majaliwa presents an award
to PASS Trust Chief Operations Officer Annah
Shanalingigwa in recognition of PASS TRUST
Agricultural empowerment efforts

S

ituated in Tanzania’s capital city Dodoma, Magin LTD
company is a sunflower processing company that is
changing lives of poor small holder sunflower growers
in the region.
Over 3000 small scale sunflower growers depend on this processing firm for survival. 20 other young men and women are directly employed by the firm on a permanent basis.
MAGIN Ltd provides a ready sunflower market to the traders
for processing of sunflower oil commonly referred to as alizeti.

60% of the traders who bring their products here are
women.
Having begun its operations in 2016, the oil processing company has faced many challenges among them lack
of enough working capital to purchase from small scale
traders, as well as technological challenges that include
lack of machinery to undertake most of its operations
thus affecting efficiency.
However, the challenges notwithstanding, MAGIN
Ltd is among those who contribute to the country’s 350
000 tonnes of sunflower oil seeds, thus making it one
of the top 10 sunflower oil seed producers in the world.
Aisha Suleiman, the production manager of the factory says doing operations manually for the 5 years that
the firm has been in operation has not been without
challenges. Oil wastage through spillage, time consum-

The Case of Mambo Coffee
LTD in Morogoro Region

L

Aisha Suleiman and PASS Eastern Zone manager
Hadija seif look at some of the bi products

ing as well as lack of enough working
capital to purchase raw materials have
been the company’s night mares.
“If we had automatic filling machines,
it would cost us less than a minute to
fill the jerricans, but now because we
do it manually, we have to open taps to
fill each jerrican. It costs us almost 10
minutes to carefully fill one jerrican
and ensure there is no contamination”
She says.
Aisha says lack of enough storage
facility for raw materials has been another great challenge that has limited
their purchasing power.
Through a PASS Trust credit guarantee support of TZS 6 Billion, the
company’s narrative is now changing.
The company is now installing new expellers, an automatic packaging plant as
well as refinery plant machines that will
ensure more efficiency and increased
production to meet its increasing demand.
From a previous 3000 Metric tonne
capacity go down, MAGIN Ltd is now
constructing a 20,000 Metric tonnes
state of the art go down that will increase storage and ensure more sup-

A section of the 30,000 metric tonnes go down
supported by PASS Trust

plies from the local traders.
“This means that through PASS
support, we can now be able to accommodate more raw materials from our
customers and this means we buy more
from them. Previously we could not
take more because we lacked enough
storage” Adds Aisha.
The PASS guarantee funds Aisha
says have also enabled the company
to construct the 2nd Solvent Plant in
Tanzania which will be used for not only
sunflower processing, but also processing of sunflower seed cake used as animal feeds.
Currently, Aisha says, only one such
plant exists in Tanzania. The regions
of Dodoma, Singida, Arusha and Manyara are the country’s major sunflower cake producing regions, producing
approximately 100,000 metric tons
a year. Due to lack of enough solvent
plants in the country, a big percentage
of the seedcakes are transported to
nearby countries for further processing into animal feeds.
“The construction of the solvent
plant is a big step for us because, having it will now ensure that we now stop

selling our bi products and process
them locally as animal feeds” Adds Aisha.
Aisha also says once the plant is complete, at least 20 more people will gain
employment in various processing areas. According to the management, over
12 villages that include Pahi, Kwadelo,
Busi, Isusumiya, Jangalo, Haneti, Kidoka, Kambi ya Nyasa, Zajilwa, Kiteto,
Masange are benefiting from the company existence of this factory, and its
completion is set to benefit even more
within and outside the Dodoma region.
They have had to cope with a demand
which is higher than the supply.
Apart from buying the raw materials
at a relatively cheaper price at TZS.
870 compared to the market price of
TZS. 900 per kilo, the company says it
has increased the number of its workers from 16 (before PASS ‘intervention) to 30 (after PASS intervention)
“We are playing our part in the
call for an industrialized nation, we
are creating more employment to the
people around us, improving lives and
contributing to the government kitty
through taxes” Adds Aisha

ack of technological
know-how on
coffee processing
for the local market
in Tanzania forced
the management of
Mambo Coffee to venture into exporting of
green coffee 10 years
ago.
Since then, Athanasio Massenha, the company’s Managing
Director has never regretted his
decision, because this decision he
says changed his ways of thinking
about agribusiness and has enabled
his company survive what he refers
to as business turbulent.
Mr. Massenha begun his coffee export business in the year
2011, after actualizing an idea he
had mooted with his wife. 10 years
down the line, Massenha is not only
a renowned entrepreneur but a role
model in agribusiness, mentoring
students on
successful entrepreneurship.
Massenha has an established
network of international coffee
buyers whom he strives to satisfy
at every order given.
The Mambo Coffee Company has
grown from a company that could
take a month to manually fill four
containers of green coffee for export, to 30 containers a month after
installation of required machines
that have made his work easier and
more efficient. “I realized that the

way I
was moving, it was going to be very difficult for me to satisfy my increasing
demand of Mambo Green Coffee. I
had to act fast to save my busines”
He says
After several attempts to secure
a loan from the banks, Massehna
says it was not easy because he did
not have enough collateral. It was at
this point that the company sought
PASS Trust Intervention through
its credit guarantee scheme.
“Since 2014, Mambo Coffee has
benefitted from our credit guarantee scheme, and this has not
disappointed since we can see the
company’s impact on the ground and
the transformation that it is making to the lives of small scale coffee
farmers in Tanzania as a whole’ Says
Hadija Seif, PASS Zonal manager in
charge of the Eastern Zone.

Mambo coffee MD Athanasio Masenha
(middle) with PASS Hadija Seif and his
Production manager Rashid Mbega

With a TZS 5.5 Billion secured
through PASS guarantee since
2014, Mambo coffee has moved to
ensure constant purchase of raw
materials from the farmers. It has
27 permanent employees looking up
to it for salaries every month,
The company buys raw materials
from at least 200,000 small scale
farmers spread across the country
and who are in cooperatives.
“I have to admit that this business would not have been possible
without the support I got from
PASS Trust. When I began, I was
not bankable. Everywhere I went,
I was turned away. It is PASS that

The case of Dane Holdings LTD,
Bahi District, Dodoma region.

A section of the 1200 metric tonnes warehouse constructed
through PASS support

A section of Mambo coffee staff at the company’s go down

came to my rescue, “Says Massenha.
After PASS intervention through credit guarantee,
Mambo Coffee is currently able to supply 30 containers
of green coffee to its overseas clients in one month, up
from 4 containers a month
“We previously missed many opportunities because we
were unable to satisfy their needs, but now, we have put
up structures that are working for us in selling A section of the 1200 metric tonnes warehouse constructed through PASS support our coffee internationally”
Adds Massenha. Indeed, our visit to the factory shows
improved levels of production and facilities geared towards meeting customer expectations and demands. A
new state of the art 1200 metric tonnes capacity go
down has been constructed to be able to
cater for more purchases from

the small-scale farmers who are the target suppliers.
“Coffee business is a season business, so with this go
down, I want to ensure I purchase enough so that I
trade throughout the year”. He concludes.
In order to ensure he continues to trade throughout
the year, the company ensures prompt payment of its
loans thereby giving confidence to the banks to extend
more loans.
In the year 2020, the company has sought more funds
through PASS, as working capital, to support his expansion plans into the middle east. The company is also looking into possibilities of venturing into coffee roasting
for the local market as well as supporting production to
ensure he has an all year supply for his customers.

Small scale grape farmers and staff of Dan Holdings pose for a photo
During a recent visit

At least 145 small scale traders are
benefiting from a local wine processing
factory situated in Nkulabi village of
Bahi district- Dodoma region.

T

he factory- Dan Holdings sells an assortment
of wine, locally produced
under the brand name of Dane
Wines and is supplied to local
shops for sale, with orders from
as far as Dar es Salaam.
Having begun wine processing
in the year 2016, the company
has been struggling to reach its
maximum potential while experi-

encing various challenges ranging from lack of enough working
capital to purchase raw materials from customers to technical
challenges where they have been
handling wine packaging manually, thus consuming a lot of time
and resources.
When we visited the factory
earlier after the management
expressed the intention to ex-

pand its services through the
PASS credit guarantee, we found
the employees indeed struggling
with manual sealing of the bottles
using a charcoal jiko and hot water.
“We are doing this because we
lack automated machines to help
us undertake the exercise. We
waste a lot of time doing this activity manually so we end up just
selling 500 litres a week” Says
Meshack Yotham, the production
manager.
PASS officials indeed established that much of the work here
is done manually, hence the need
for support in order to increase
productivity.
In August this year, PASS
Trust did a due diligence of the
company and established its
needs. With 15 permanent employees and a number of casuals,
PASS established that at least
12 villages depend on this company for their survival. The company purchases raw materials for
wine processing from at least 145
customers spread across the 12
villages.
In a single week, using manual
production and processing, the
company is able to sell between
500-700 litres of wine, this however does not satisfy the demand
which Meshack says is increasing
on a daily basis.
“The litres that we supply are
only able to meet the demand of

people around us in Dodoma region. We receive many orders including Dar es Salaam
and other far places, but we can only manage
as such because we lack the capacity to do
more.” Adds Meshack.
In view of this, PASS reached an agreement to support the company so that it can
improve production and support many other
small-scale farmers through purchase of raw
materials and employment. Through a 60%
PASS credit Guarantee that has been made
possible through support from governments
of Denmark and Sweden, the company is now
processing a loan with a local bank that will
see it introduce automated machines in its
production thus increase its level of production.
The targeted machines are expected
to increase the weekly production from
between 500 litres to at least between
1200- 1500 litres every week.
“We expect things to change from
manual to automation. In order to
reach the target sales, we expect
automation in the various stages of
processing and packaging such as
sealing, fillings as well as labelling. This will go along way in ensuring efficiency and effectiveness as well as reduce wastage”
Said Hadija Seif- PASS Zonal
manager representing the Eastern zone.
Dan Holdings has previously
approached a number of banks to
support its expansion and automation plans but has been unsuccessful
due to lack of enough collateral.
“Sometimes, we have been taking
raw materials from our customers on
credit. But now with this support we are
getting from PASS Trust, we are sure
that we shall have enough working capital
to pay our customers even as we struggle
with automation” Added Mariam Maganga,
Dan Holdings Administrative Officer.
The company is now putting necessary
measures in place to ensure that the automation exercise that begins in October 2020
takes the shortest time possible so as not to
inconvenience customers.

How PASS Credit Guarantee Scheme
has impacted lives of agribusiness
entrepreneurs in Manyara region

Samwel Gidawe’s grass thatched home before he got
PASS Trust Credit Guarantee that changed his life

Samwel Gidawe’s new home built from proceeds after
PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Intervention.

V

isiting the small village of
Dirma in Hanang district
of Manyara region, we
come across a number of small
business men whose lives have
changed after accessing credit
to support their agricultural activities.
Samwel Gidawe, a proud owner of attractor that has been
acquired through PASS credit
Guarantee scheme is one such
man who tells us his life has not
been the same since he acquired
the tractor.
“As you can see, this used to be
my house upto last year, but now,
I have moved after constructing
this new house” Says Gidawe.
Towards the end of the year
2018, Mr. Gidawe got a 60%
credit guarantee from PASS to
acquire a tractor which he badly
needed to enable him farm. He
had previously approached banks

Mr. Gidawe’s tractor that he acquired through PASS Credit guarantee
scheme that is changing his life.

to lend him for this purpose but
in vain because he lacked the collateral to support his request.
“But after I got this service
from PASS, the banks were all
ready to loan me, and here I am,

happy with my progress “He tells
us.
After acquiring the tractor,
Gidawe has used it to his advantage. He ploughs his own shamba
and also does ploughing for his

Manyara Regional
Commissioner
John Mkirikiti
with PASS MD
Nicomed Bohay,
PASS Business
Decelopment
Manager Leah
Ayoub and
PASS, Northern
Zone branch
manager Hellen
Wakuganda.

PASS team led by MD Nicomed Bohay, Business Development Manager Leah Ayoub and Northern Zone branch
Manager Hellen Wakuganda pose for a photo with some of PASS beneficiaries from Manyara region.

neighbours at a fee.
t is through this fee that
he charges that he has
been able to construct
a new home for himself and his
family. This has enabled him
move from his old grass thatched
into a new modern house while
also embracing green technology
in rain water harvesting and solar power.
“I owe this progress to PASS
Trust, without whom, I would not
have been able to achieve this
and make my family happy” He
adds.
Gidawe is not the only one benefitting from PASS services in
Manyara region, Fabian Manyumba too is excited that PASS
came through for him at his hour
of need. He grows peas for sale
and PASS has supported him access credit in a local bank which
he has used as working capital to
increase his production.
“I used to grow my peas on

I

cess to the best farming practices available”He adds
The Manyara regional administration has been impressed with
the work that PASS has been
doing in the region of supporting agribusiness entrepreneurs
access funds to boost their agribusinesses.
Manyara Regional Commissioner Joseph Mkirikiti said PASS
support to entrepreneurs has
been immense and thanked the
management for reaching out
to entrepreneurs who otherwise
would not have been able to access funds.
“How would they have done it
without you coming in to inter-

vene to and connect them to the
banks? This kind of model is
what this country needs so that
farmers can be cushioned from
the hurdles towards accessing
funds “Said Mkirikiti.
Mkirikiti called on agribusiness entrepreneurs to embrace
PASS products as a sure way of
accessing funds for agricultural
development in his region.
On the other hand, PASS is
also in discussion with the management of Minjingu Mines for
support that will see the East
Africa’s only resource-based
fertilizer manufacturer increase
its production capacity from the
current 100,000 tonnes a year

to 500,000 tonnes by the year
2025.
This is set to create employment among the local people and
enhance production for better
yields.
Same discussions are also ongoing with the management of
Rift Valley Sugar aimed at supporting the construction of a
sugar processing plant in the region.
According to the management
of the company, Tanzania has a
sugar deficit of 161,000 tonnes.
Rift Valley sugar expects to
contribute up to 30,000 tonnes
every year.

Mr. Fabian Mayumba, a PASS Trust beneficiary and a pigeon peas farmer
from Manyara region

25 hectares by 2018, but now, I
have 70 hectares that belong to
me. I got this after PASS supported me to get funds from my
bank” Says Manyumba.
Manyumba says, his dream of
becoming a large-scale farmer
were now being realized.

“My neighbours were surprised
when they saw my produce was
increasing and getting better
every day. They did not know I
had invested much through the
PASS Credit guarantee scheme
that supported me acquire not
only finances, but also have ac-

PASS team on a recent visit to Rift Valley Sugar
Company in Manyara region.

Some of the machinery at the Rift Valley Sugar that are
being enhanced to ensure improved production.

More youths reaping big from PASS
program of promoting entrepreneurship

A

t least 140 more youths
are set to join the PASS
Agribusiness Incubation
Centres (AICs) in Morogoro and
Kongwa in October 2019 for 12
months of doing actual business in
horticulture production, goat fattening and meat processing.
They will replace another batch
of 54 entrepreneurs who have
been undertaking the same program since October 2019 and are
expected to exit in September
2020.
Forty-seven incubates have
been at the SUA Morogoro AIC
centre and the remaining seven
are doing their businesses at the
Kongwa AIC located on the TALIRI farm.
The incubates are acquainted
with various agribusiness skills
including business management,
book-keeping, cash flow management, marketing, quality control,
scanning of the business environment, and regulatory issues among
others. They are also being exposed to real market challenges
including dealing with price fluctuations.
“The establishment of the
AICs model is aimed at developing a set of financial and
non-financial services for people who show the willingness
and passion to become high
growth agribusiness entrepreneurs,” says PASS managing director Nicomed Bohay.
Working in partnership with
Sokoine University of Agricul-

ture (SUA) in Morogoro and the
Tanzania Livestock Research Institute (TALIRI) in Kongwa district, Dodoma region, the centres
exposes youth into green growth
principles enshrined in agribusiness. The aim is to establish successful agri-enterprises owned
and operated by the youth in various agro sub-sectors. According
to Mr Bohay, a minimum gender
balance of 50:50 is the target for
the incubation exercise.
PASS-AIC, working with various
financial institutions, has worked
out a modality through the PASS
Credit guarantee scheme to facilitate youth accessing funds to
set up agribusinesses in their own

premises/land once they leave the
centres.
At least 18 incubates who successfully exited the centre last
year have benefited from this arrangement by setting up their own
agribusinesses across the country.
“We are working towards supporting the government’s job creation initiative. We are providing avenues and opportunities for youths
to develop healthy mindsets regarding agribusiness so that they
become self-employed and can also
employ their fellow youths,” says
Mr Bohay.
The next intake of incubates will
arrive at a time when PASS,
working in collaboration
with

TALIRI is in the process of constructing a modern goat slaughter
house in Morogoro to provide more
opportunities for the youths of
Tanzania.
Located along the Morogoro
Road coming from Dodoma, the
envisaged abattoir will have the
capacity to slaughter at least 100
goats a day. It is expected to at-

tract customers from both Dodoma and Dar es Salaam.
It will be accompanied by the
setting up of at least 10 relevant
butcheries and a special hub for
selling fresh and roasted goat
meat alongside an assortment of
drinks.
According to PASS-AIC’s management, the mission is to open

joints where people can enjoy
fresh and delicious meat at affordable prices.
The project also includes other
initiatives such as meat processing and special packaging services.
Some of the young entrepreneurs
are planning to venture into serious agribusiness upon exit.

Magdalena Philemon,
“I am 25 years old and a graduate from
the Sokoine University of Agriculture. In
the center I grow sweet melon. Before joining the AIC, I was unemployed, and staying
at home with my parents after failing to acquire a job.
I decided to join AIC to get mentorship
and coaching on modern agriculture and agribusiness, since it is something, I have had
a passion with for a long time. After my time
in the center, I am planning to start to start
my own business and inspire more women to
get into agribusiness”

Paulina Madale (29)
“Before I joined AIC, I was working in a
small garden, selling vegetables to my neighbours and nearby markets. I decided to join
AIC after realizing that I would be able to
acquire knowledge on how to do modern agriculture and find markets, something which
was a challenge before. Indeed, here, I have
received coaching on how I can find markets
for my produce. I wish many youths could
find these opportunities. They are helpful.

Goats at the PASS’Agribusiness
Innovation Centre in TALIRI,
Kongwa.

Transforming Lives
How lives changed when PASS ‘Credit Guarantee came through
for Villagers in Msolwa Ujamaa Village - Kilombero district

PASS beneficiaries who are
memebes of the Msolwa
Ujamaa Village

T

raditionally,
residents of Msolwa
Ujamaa village in
Kilombero district grew millet, paddy, maize, bananas and vegetables while others fished in the
Kilombero River. But today, Kilombero Sugar Company is one of the biggest sugar producers in Tanzania
owing to the community that has invested heavily on
sugar cane growing.
At least 6000 people reside in Msolwa Ujamaa
village, all the residents are members of the Msolwa Ujamaa Village association that now undertakes
large scale sugar cane growing in the district and
supplies the Kilombero factory with ready raw materials for processing into sugar.
“Back in the days, we lacked the capacity to produce sugar cane here because we could not do large
scale farming. But now, we are happy that we got
ourselves together and can supply the factory with
enough sugar cane for sugar production” Says Alex
Kingonda, the chairperson of Msolwa Ujamaa Village.

With a 359-acre sugar cane farm, the community
had over the years not been able to reap
maximumly from its farm due to poor agronomical
practices and lack of proper farming equipment. Attempts to secure loans from banks using the community’s land title deed to improve their farming
activities were fruitless as the banks considered
them risky.
Even with their title deed, two tractors, a motor
cycle and four bicycles, the community could only
afford to get an estimated 20MT per acre from
their 359 acres, something that was demoralizing
for them because of the inputs, time and resources.
“What has worked well for us is the credit guarantee that we got from PASS Trust in 2014 as well
as 2018 that enabled us secure substantial amounts
of money as loan from the bank” Adds Mr. Kingonda.
Indeed, from 20MT, the community now boasts
of having increased their harvest to 50 MT in the
same 359 acres. It is through the sale of the

communally owned sugar cane
that the community has been
able to construct a secondary
school without any further individual contributions from
members. They have also been
able to construct water points
for themselves to save them
the trouble of moving long distances in search of water. They
have also repaired damaged
roads and built bridges where
non existed to help them transport their produce.
According to the members,
the monies secured as loans
through PASS Trust credit
guarantee enabled the members secure farming equipment
such as tractors that made it
easy for them to increase the
land under cane cultivation.
The members were also able to
provide employment amongst
themselves and support themselves.
“To date, we do not regret
having sought PASS Trust
credit guarantee. We have
been disciplined in paying our
loans and that is what has made
banks have confidence in us unlike before” Says Said Njalamoto, a village executive officer.
Before they were unable
to control their own farming,
Msolwa Ujamaa village relied
heavily on investors who grew
cane on their land and paid
them at least 25% of the profits made. This, they said made
them lazy and over reliant on
the investor, whose payment
was not sufficient to cater for
all their needs.
“We did not have schools, our
road infrastructure was poor,
our children were not going
to school because we lacked

The Kidatu Secondary School whose construction and renovation was made
possible as a result of proceeds from supply to Kilombero Sugar. PASS has
supported the farmers through acquisition of of working capital through the
PASS Credit Guarantee Scheme

enough schools as well as teachers. To add on that, we could
not afford basic needs such
as food for our families” Adds
Njalamoto.
Currently, Msolwa Ujamaa village boasts of improved education through additional schools
and education facilities.
The association says they
are now able to support local facilities such as hospitals
and schools through the profits they get every time. With
three Primary schools being
supported and two secondary
schools, the village feels this
has been sufficient.
“Like our hospital, we give at
least TZS. 4 Million every year
to support the running of our
hospital. We have built classrooms and continue to build
even more , increased desks
for our students and also met
the costs for volunteer teachers who supplement the government work here” Said the

officials.
A part from that, the association has a state-of-the-art
office, well-furnished that was
built from the profits made
from sugar cane farming. They
have been able to support the
construction of their own market stalls “As a teacher who
has just retired, I can confirm
that I used one of the best
seats in my class, purchased by
the village fund. I have now retired and my intention is not to
return to Tanga where I originally came from, I will remain
here so that I benefit from the
fruits of what we have been
able to put together” Says a
teacher who is also a resident
and beneficiary of the Msolwa
Ujamaa Village efforts.
The members admit that had
it not been for the PASS Credit
guarantee that made them access the loans, it would not have
been possible to get achieve all
that they have achieved.

MPUI Saccos:
A role model story for Sumbawanga
By Agribusiness
Reporter

I

n Sumbawanga district,
Rukwa region, very few
youths are today talking
of migrating to urban centres in
search of jobs as most of them
have decided to create their own
jobs and employ themselves, primarily through the agricultural
sector.
This is thanks to the MPUI
Sacco, a local savings and credit cooperative society that was
started in 2004, where youths
from neighbouring villages are
now joining forces in farming
ventures. The group began with
only 20 members, but now boasts
of over 1,000.
“In the past, aspiring young
farmers from around here would
be easily discouraged if they
couldn’t achieve quick success.
Most of them would be driven to
urban centres in search of formal employment as their only option for survival. But here we are
trying to show them that agriculture is indeed the best employer,” says Semeni John, the MPUI
Sacco manager.
Group members have embraced
the notion that the least expensive input for better farming is
access to adequate knowledge
and information on things like new

Mpui SACCO
members pose
for a photo
outside their
office

Sacco officials, Manager Semeni John and chairman Hezron Mwakajoka
during a recent visit by PASS

agricultural technologies, early
warning systems for droughts,
pests, crop diseases and the like,
seedlings and fertilizer issues,
credit access and market prices.
They are now even seen as role
models for Sumbawanga society.
According to Semeni, one of
the primary criteria for membership is to be engaged in an agribusiness of some sort. “That is
the only way we can be sure that
we are all holding each other’s
hand as we move forward,” he
explains.
The MPUI Saccos story began
in 2016/2017 when it officially
took up agriculture on the basis

of a TZS 396 million bank loan
secured under the PASS Trust
credit guarantee scheme. The
group used that loan as initial
working capital, purchasing farm
inputs and trying to inculcate
modern farming methods from
the outset.
“Before we got the loan, the
maize we produced was not marketable, and we realized this was
because we were doing traditional farming and not aiming to sell
in large quantities,” Semeni says.
So after securing the loan
through a bank link provided by
PASS TRUST, the group members decided to change their

style of farming by adopting
proper agronomical practices
while targeting large-scale maize
buyers.
“Before we accessed these
funds, our members were harvesting 3-4 bags of maize per
acre, now the same acres are giving us between 15-20 bags,” Semeni notes.
He says group members were
attracted by the fact that they
could easily get farm input loans
through PASS Trust guarantees.
And assistant manager James
Paul chimes in: “Without such
guarantees and support, it would
not have been so simple to get

the loans.”
James Mwanakato (31), the
group’s loan officer, says he is
happy that the youths now look
up to him for guidance on agricultural practices and loan utilization as well as repayments.
“They come to my home to see
what I have been able to do with
my loan. I have bought goats, I
have added cattle, built a comfortable house for my family,”
says Mwanakato.
MPUI Saccos also has an established office, fully functional
and complete with compartments
and computers for proper records-keeping. It has a perma-

nent staff of 10 to handle dayto-day operations as it continues
to expand.
“Although there are just 10
full-time employees, there are
also over 100 indirect employees
who do much of our field work.
This means that we have more
families that are directly benefiting from us,” states Hezron
Mwakajoka, the group chairman.
The MPUI Saccos is a threetime PASS credit guarantee beneficiary that continues to attract
financial institutions because of
its ability to repay their loans
within specified periods, thanks
to solid management.

Enhancing lasting partnerships
through Pass Credit Financing

The case of Msafiri William
Pamagira from Iringa Rural
Msafiri William Pamagira has been a PASS trust
client since the year 2002 when pass began its
services. A resident of Magubiki village in Iringa
rural, Msafiri has benefited from Pass guarantee
services which has enabled him acquire property
that has uplifted his life and that of his family.
His story began to change in the year 2007
when he began trading on input supplies. When he
realized his business had good prospects, Msafiri
approached PASS for his first loan guarantee service which was granted. Msafiri acquired a lorry
worth TZS 27M for transporting his farm inputs
to his clients.
“This really made my work easier; I was forced
to expand my input stores to other places so that
I could reach many people” says Msafiri.

other guarantee, having satisfactorily completed the previous loan of TZS. 27M.
After careful consideration and doing due
diligence, PASS was satisfied that Msafiri
indeed needed another vehicle to aid him in
his business. He had more clients than the
lorry could satisfy. Msafiri wanted a FUSO
worth TZS 33M. PASS guaranteed him TZS
30M and he acquired the fuso.
“I was the first person in this region at
that time to own a FUSO for transportation of agricultural produce and farm inputs”
boasts Msafiri.
He says his name became a household
name, everyone looked up to his vehicles for
transportation, he built trust amongst his
customers and was able to actively participate even in government functions as a respected member of the community.
In 2012, Msafiri realized that apart from
just doing transportation of farm inputs and
agricultural produce, he could also do well in

ploughing of large tracks of land. He
noticed a gap and that residents
were in dire need of a tractor to plough their
land. Having completed payment of the TZS. 33M
he had acquired for the purchase of the fuso, Msafiri had yet another opportunity to acquire a tractor
through PASS guarantee, which he successfully did.
He was able to use the tractor to benefit hundreds
of people who wanted to plough their land easily.
“The tractor even made me venture into farming.
I started farming in maize as well as horticulture
crops for sale”
In a single day, Msafiri says through the acquisition of this tractor, he has been able to increase
his land under cultivation from 5 acres previously to
40 acres of land. “And this is because I

have also to concentrate on my transportation
business, otherwise I could have done more acres if
I focussed my attention on farming “Adds Msafiri.
With all these farming activities contributing
towards his income, Msafiri has been able to construct a modern house worth TZS.90M which he
has rented out to a client in Iringa for more income.
In all his activities, Msafiri has provided employment to almost 25 people operating in his farms and
vehicles.
“Actually, I want to say thank you to PASS Trust
because 70% of what I have now is as a result of
pass ‘support towards my activities. I wouldn’t have
been here if it were not for PASS support towards
my work” Says Msafiri.

Msafiris’s car

I

n 2011, Msafiri’s business was progressing so
well that the one lorry was not enough to provide the much-needed services. His clients
were increasing day and night and wanted a way for
satisfying all of them by providing them with inputs
they needed. Msafiri approached PASS for yet an-

Workers selecting
tomatoes for sale

Workers loading tomatoes in one of Msafiri’s
trucks

When More Women
Work, Economies Grow
How PASS Credit Guarantee is
Impacting on Women in Agribusiness
The story of Agnes Adam Trust as a potential employer of she can store her farm tools and
Mwakatole, Songwe region many young women and men in have another space for herself and
the district through a carefully her employees to rest during busy
hen her husband died done assessment by PASS Trust, times.
three years ago, Agnes Mwakatole was awarded a TZS.
“Without the support from
Adam Mwakatole from 50M credit guarantee loan as work- PASS Trust that saw me get TZS.
Nkangamo village in Songwe did ing capital which indeed boosted 50M from my bank, it would not
not know how she would continue her production.
have been possible for me to pay
maintaining their agribusiness.
“I was able to purchase various my workers and even purchase my
Her late husband was the man- farm inputs on my own because de- inputs for the maize” Said Mrs.
ager of all their businesses and pending on suppliers was becoming Mwakatole.
controlled almost everything. For difficult “Says Mwakatole.
Mrs. Mwakatole says she
years, her family has engaged in
Part of her funds she says was wouldn’t have been able to get the
maize farming at small and middle carefully used to pay her workers loan since the bank did not trust
scale, growing maize for consump- who were supporting her in the
Mwakatole who now has become
tion as well as for sale.
farm. She also built another big- the talk of her region as a good exHer husband’s demise did not ger farm house which now
ample of successful agribusiness
however dampen her spirits. The has enough space
entrepreneur told us
51-year-old did not give up her w h e r e
that
through
quest to ensure her family busithe support
ness remained afloat. She made a
resolve that their agricultural activities would continue and continue successfully.
When the PASS Trust monitoring and Communications Units
visited Mrs. Mwakatole last year
(2019) in her village in Momba
district, Mrs. Mwakatole had just
harvested 2000 bags of maize
from her 120 acres maize farm
that she had cultivated. It was
the first big harvest she had done
after her husband’s death through
Mama Agnes Adam Mwakatole, a PASS
a TZS. 50M credit support from
beneficiary stands besides her tractor
whose acquision was made possible
PASS Trust.
through PASS Credit Guarantee Scheme.
Having been identified by PASS

W

This has improved her maize production

PASS beneficiaries from
Tanzania’s Southern zone.

received from PASS, she has been
able to increase her land under
cultivation to 120 acres of land
from 50 acres that her husband
was cultivating in 2017. By 2019,
Mwakatole had provided employment to 5 employees, while dealing
with over 50 casuals during planting and harvesting time.
Having also acquired a tractor
in 2018 through the same PASS
credit guarantee, Mwakatole bid
good bye to hand held hoes which
her employees used initially to
compliment the workings on her
farm. Her farm workers being
women and youths from her village as well as the neighbouring
villages.
‘When I finally acquired the
tractor, I made a decision to increase the land under cultivation
and that is why in 2019, I was able
to do 120 acres of maize where I
harvested 2000 bags of maize.
“The tractor has really reduced
my cost of production. I no longer
pay daily costs for ploughing because I have employed a driver

who I pay monthly” Adds Mrs. Mwakatole
Mrs. Mwakatole says before the
tractor, they used to part with at
least Tsh. 5000 per casual either
ploughing using the hand held hoe
or weeding. They had at least 10
casuals per day on a normal day.
“From what I have seen, I now
can cultivate more land using less
costs and I harvest more “She
concludes.
Mwakatole’s dream is to become
a role model for women in agribusiness and an inspiration to single women who are struggling with
businesses. She is a beneficiary
among over 22,000 other beneficiaries who have received support
through PASS Credit Guarantee
scheme made possible through
the Swedish government, working to support poverty alleviation
in Tanzania through agricultural
production.
Keeping her dream alive, the
mother of one has in the year
2020 gone ahead and increased

her land under cultivation to 180 acres following yet
another credit guarantee support
from PASS Trust, having satisfactorily completed her previous
loan payments.
‘We are happy with her progress.
Mama Mwakatole has proved that
women too can run successful agribusiness ventures and that is
the reason why PASS Trust will
continue to support such women
“Says PASS MD Nicomed Bohay.
From 2000 bags of maize in
2019, Mwakatole is now hopeful
that the year 2020 will even be
more proactive, where she is expecting a bumper harvest of about
3,600 bags of maize.
She says she is happy she has
been able to pick up and is doing
well in her agribusiness.
“The support I have received
from pass trust has been immense, I am highly respected in
this village and beyond. Above all,
I am happy that I am able to touch
lives and support many women and
youths who work in my farm” Says
Mrs. Mwakatole.

PASS Empowering Women to
attain financial independence

Ms. Chetu Omary Korongo, a PASS beneficiary from Morogoro region who
is now inspiring other woman farmers with her thriving rice farming.

The story of Ms Chetu Omari Korongo-Paddy
Grower from Kilosa District- Morogoro

I

n the year 2008, 44-yearold Chetu Omary Korongo
ventured into Paddy farming. A friend had convinced her
that she would do well in paddy
farming at the famous Dakawa
farm in Kilolo district, Morogoro.
Her first attempt in paddy farming did not do well.
“I did not do well and infact, I

failed terribly. I did not harvest
anything because I believe I did
not have the necessary knowledge to undertake paddy farming. I did it because others were
doing it” Says Mrs. Korongo.
After the big disappointment,
the mother of three did not
give up her quest to become a
serious farmer. She had made

up her mind that she would succeed. In 2010 after understanding her challenges and attempting
to solve them, Ms. Omary Korongo was able to harvest at least 7
bags of rice from her 4 acres of
land.
“This is when I knew that I was
destined for bigger things. I got
the resolve of not giving up”Adds
Mrs. Korongo.
During this period, word had
gone round that PASS Trust
through funding from the government of Denmark (DANIDA)
was giving support through credit
guarantee to small scale farmers
and that the only requirement
was to be in a group in order to
benefit from these services.
“And because I knew what I
wanted, I immediately joined the
Jikwamue group, a sub group of
yet another bigger group at DAKAWA irrigation scheme called
UWAWAKUDA and this was my
first opening to greater things”
Says Mrs. Korongo.
Indeed, Mrs.Korongo received
her first loan of TZS. 2,800,000
through PASS credit guarantee
scheme in the year 2014/2015
which assisted her to undertake
and improve her farming activities.
“My biggest demand at that
time and even now is fertilizer. I
had initially attempted to take a
loan to purchase these inputs but
I did not have the security that

Mrs. Korongo’s new house

was required by the bank”. Says
Mrs. Korongo.
PASS assisted Ms Korongo
through her group where she had
joint liability security and 80%
PASS guarantee to support her
to access the money.
In 2015/2016, 2016/2017
seasons, she accessed another TZS 35,952,000 for paddy
production which enabled her to
cultivate seven acres of paddy.
This eventually enabled her to
harvest 35-40 bags of paddy per
acre. The increase in production
is due to financial accessibility
which enabled timely farming
preparation, use of improved
seeds and other inputs and also
to store her harvest for better
future prices and food security.
Mrs. Korongo is currently a
6th time PASS credit guarantee
beneficiary. In this year 2020,
the single mother has recorded

a number of progress among them
creating a network
of women and supporting women access loans through
credit financing.
“I have been able to
advise my fellow women who wish to do paddy
farming that taking loans is
not a risky business if –ments
“She says.
Mrs. Koromgo admits that
many women fear accessing loans
for lack of information regarding
collateral. “If I met PASS Trust
long time, I will now be a billionaire. PASS has changed my life
because through their guarantee, I accessed funds that have
changed how I live “She adds.
The mother of three now says
she can afford to take all her
children to private schools and

Mrs. Korongo’s old house

comfortably pay their school
fees without struggling. She also
has a new home built from her
rice proceeds.
In the year 2020, Mrs. Korongo has already approached PASS
Trust for credit guarantee towards the purchase of a tractor
to make her farming simpler.

Supporting the development of Coffee farming and
curing through financial linkage in the Lake Zone Region.

Mr. Kyatema factory

Mr. Kyatema’s coffee transportation vehicles whose
acquision was made possible through a PASS Credit
Guarantee.

PASS officials during a
recent visit to Kyatema’s
farm in Muleba district listen
to Mr. Lameck Kaizreg, a
machine operator at the
coffee processing factory.

The case of SHAYAKYE Trading
Company Limited from Muleba district.

I

n the year 2013, Shakiru Yahya Kyetema’s name joined the growing list
of PASS beneficiaries from the Lake
Zone region after PASS became convinced
that the agribusiness entrepreneur’s business
was worth supporting.
From a struggling little-known village farmer from Muleba village in Kagera region, Mr.
Shakiru now boasts of being a billionaire, currently with investments worth TZS 3.5 billion.
Mr. Kyatema’s story began in the year 2013

when he, just like other farmers, decided he
wanted to improve and expand his 10-acre
coffee farming business. He also had planted bananas and pineapples in their respective
one-acre plot each.
As a coffee farmer and processor, Mr. Kyetema wanted to expand his business but lacked
the financial muscle to do so. He worked as a
sole proprietor for his company-Shayakye Co
Ltd before incorporation.
It was during this time (2013) that he ex-

Coffee beans at the factory

perienced his first break
through when he approached
PASS for a credit guarantee
for TZS. 120M loan he wanted from CRDB to improve his
farming.
PASS Trust, after conducting all due diligence and
supporting him in the development of his business plan,
went ahead and granted Mr.
him a 60% guarantee on his
loan.
“It is the business plan
that I used to improve my
farming business. I spent
the money as operational
costs to cultivate my 20 acre
piece of coffee farm making
sure to use good agronomical
practices”Said Mr. Kyetema.
With a good profit margin
after the harvest, Mr. Shakiru’s expansion plan became
real. He started seeing the
benefits of a having a good
business plan and his loan was
giving him good benefits!
“I have been expanding
and making profits every
year. I am happy that I got
linked up with PASS because
now, I have even expanded t
other business venture “Says
Kyatema.
Before PASS intervention
Mr. Shakiru owned a 10 acre
coffee plantation, 1 acre of
pineapple and 1 acre of banana.
But currently he owns 250
acres of coffee plantation,
60 acres ready prepared for
planting coffee seedlings
this season, 10 acres of pineapples and 20 acres of banana plantations.
Furthermore, PASS support has enabled Mr. Shakiru to open and operate a

big wholesale shop for home
goods [general merchandise
shop] at Muleba business
centre where he also owns a
maize mill.
Mr. Kyatema has further
moved to expand his business
by introducing a coffee milling and processing factory on
his list of business ventures,
where he also processes,
packs and sells his coffee
under his trade name Hakika
coffee which he supplies to
his countrywide network.
“This has been my biggest
achievement. I did not know
that someday I will own a
coffee factory or even pack
and sell coffee. But this is
now a reality. I thank PASS
Trust for this support “Adds
Kyetema.
The grinded coffee is
packed in different packages
including 50gm, 100gm and
250gm. The mill has capacity
to process 2 tonnes of coffee per day. Among the regions that benefit from Mr.
Shakiru supplies include Kagera, Mwanza, Singida, Dodoma, Tanga and Dar es
Salaam. He owns 11 distribution vehicles which distributes to all centres and
shops in the country.
This situation has changed
the mindset of majority of
stakeholders in this line of
business.
The factory also provides
employment opportunities to
more than 45 people of whom
15 are permanent employees. Mr. Shakiru has a ready
coffee market and through
this, he is able to contribute
to His government revenue
through payment of tax.

Supporting agricultural input suppliers to
enhance cashewnut farming in rural Tanzania;

PASS Trust has supported expansion of FAHAM investments Tandaimbaimba
warehouse to accomodate more stock following increased orders.

The case
of FAHAM
investment in
MTAWARA

I

n the year 2015, three
young men came together
and formed FAHAM investment as co-directors after
seeing an opportunity in the distribution of agricultural inputs in
Mtwara region and its environs.
41-year-old Rashid Kampunga
and his two colleagues left their
white-collar jobs and came together to propel their vision to
success. They wanted to import
and sell Sulphur dust, a pesticide
used majorly on cashew nut farming. Mtwara region is known for

One of FAHAM’s input outlets at Tandahimba in Mtawara region

extensive cashew nut production.
Speaking to Rashid at one of
their outlets in the heart of
Mtwara town, we learn that they
started with an accumulated capital of Tzs.40M.
Among their priority was to
build a warehouse, employ sales
persons, purchase a truck to
transport the sulphur to clients
among others.
“So we knew the cash we had
was not enough, and because I
had heard of PASS TRUST and
their credit guarantee services
when I was a student at Sokoine
University of Agriculture -SUA,I
sought to visit them to understand if they could give us a
boost by guaranteeing us a loan”

Said Rashid.
In 2017, Rashid and his team
approached PASS and requested
for a credit guarantee of TZS.
140M through a collaborating
bank.
“What PASS wanted from us
was a confirmation of the existence of an agribusiness, and we
took them through our business,
shared with them all the information they needed “Says Rashid.
FAHAM investment benefited
from PASS business development services which led to securing the loan with a 60% credit
guarantee from PASS.
“Through this, we managed to
import one of our first biggest
consignment of Sulphur dust

which was also of very high quality “Adds Rashid.
After this support, the trio
quickly imported 200 tonnes
of Sulphur dust which they
say was of unique quality. The product did not
last long as farmers were
in need of it. That first
batch of sulphur dust
fetched them a profit of
TZS.200M. The demand increased from 200 to 2000
tonnes!
“A part from supporting our
increased stock of sulphur dust,
PASS services enabled us build
trust and confidence with our
suppliers because we were able
to pay them on time and in return, they could even supply us
on credit” Says Rashid.
Due to the increasing demand
and the desire to meet this demand, FAHAM again sought an
additional loan of TZS 185M
from the same institution
through PASS guarantee scheme
in late 2018, which was granted,
thus further boosting the busi-

ba. They are also constructing
go downs which will serve as
storage points for their products.
Besides, the entrepreneurs have purchased a 5
tonnes truck which they use
to distribute their farm inputs to their clients. This
has gone a long way in saving
them the trouble of using
public transport.
In provision of employment, at least 10 people have
secured permanent employment
in this venture while an estimated 20 others get temporary
jobs in uploading and off-loading
of inputs at given times.
Rashid and his partners have

Construction of an additional warehouse to accomodate more stock

ness operations and working
capital.
By close of 2019, FAHAM investment had moved from TZS
40M worth capital in 2018 to
TZS 200M.
The entrepreneurs say they
are on an expansion mission,
having added outlets in Mtwara,
Masasi, Mangaka and Tandaim-

each invested from the profits
they share with each partner
securing for himself a personal
piece of land where their families
are investing.
“I have personally been able to
buy my wife a 50-acre piece of
land where she has joined other
farmers in cashewnut farming
“Says Rashid.

PASS beneficiary Timothy Moshi with PASS Monitoring and
Evaluation Manager Safia Mbamba as they look at an old
hose reel irrigation machine that has now been replaced

Supporting modern irrigation
for increased productivity

Timothy Moshi showing PASS
Monitoring team his new centre
pivot irrigation machine

How PASS intervention is impacting
farmers in Moshi through irrigation

T

itus Timothy Moshi is the
secretary of Umoja farm,
a family business that is
thriving in maize farming in Moshi
region.
The 36-year-old father of
three is among the three main
shareholders in their expansive
business that is Umoja farm, cultivating up to 160 acres of maize
and selling their produce in large
scale to their loyal clients.
Through the support from the

government of Sweden in the
year 2018, Timothy and his associates have been able to increase
their agricultural production after acquiring a state-of-the-art
irrigation machine through a bank
loan of TZS. 150M with a 60%
guarantee from PASS Trust.
“This centre pivot irrigation
machine has helped us to be fully
mechanized. Before we acquired
this machine, we used to cultivate
only 50 acres of land, now we do

up to 160 acres, we are selling
more because we are cultivating
more, thanks to the centre pivot
machine “Says Timothy.
Before the acquision of the
Centre Pivot Irrigation machine,
Timothy says they were using a
hose reel machine that could only
support irrigation of about 50
acres of maize farm in a month.
“It was slow, time consuming
and very costly because we could
direct a lot of energies here and

spend so much money in maintain
the machine. Actually, a big percentage of our profits were being
directed to the repair of the machine and service work, and that’s
why he had to replace it “Adds
Timothy.
With the new Centre Pivot Irrigation machine, Umoja farm increased the cultivation land from
50 acres to 160 acres.
“This is because the new machine made our work easier, we
thank PASS Trust for supporting
this initiative because we have
now become more productive
than we were before” Says Timothy.
The government of Sweden has
continued to support agricultural
production in Tanzania through
PASS Trust model of credit
guarantee to farmers for purposes of poverty reduction.

PASS Trust entered into a
working agreement with the
government of Sweden through
SIDA in the year 2018 and by the
end of 2019, at least 22,433 agribusiness entrepreneurs had received agribusiness loans worth
over 155B shillings through PASS
Trust credit guarantee, Umoja
farm being one of them.
After realizing that they were
making good progress and the
production was improving, Umoja
farm farm also benefitted from
yet another working capital loan
of TZS. 150M towards the end of
the year 2018.
“We used to outsource services as well as agricultural inputs
such as seeds and fertilizers
from dealers, who sometimes
could inconvenience us by delivering them late, I am happy that
through this support, we are now

able to handle everything by ourselves” Adds the young farmer.
A part from increasing the cultivation acreage from 50 –160
acres, Umoja farm has also increased the number of bags of
maize harvested from 800 bags
per season to 2000 bags!
With expansion plans in progress, the farm has acquired an
additional 77 acres of land. In
two years, the farm has created
employment to 10 people within
Moshi region who include a farm
manager, a driver, store manager
as well as farm workers making
the number of permanent employees on the farm to 14 from
4 in 2017.
During the times when there
is a lot of work in the farm such
as during planting and harvesting,
Timothy says they employ up to
40 casuals.

Making dreams a reality:
How PASS Trust financial linkage
is supporting agri business
entrepreneurs at grassroots.

With a little boost,
anything is possible

The story of disability is not inability

I

n the year 2015, 41-year-old Raphael Francis
from Sikonge district invested in his honey
business. He had always wanted to trade in
honey as he had seen many opportunities around
him.
In order to concentrate on this business, the former government official
had to quit his job, after 18 years
of service as a civil servant.
“I had seen many of my peers
venture into the business and
were doing very well, so I knew
even me, it will not be any different” Says Raphel.
After doing his home work
right on how he could access financial support to boost his business, Raphael got wind of the financial services and linkages from PASS
trust and decided to try his luck.
“I approached PASS and asked for a loan
guarantee of TZS. 50M, which was granted” Adds
Raphael. The purpose of the loan that Raphael sought was to support and expand his business
which was already taking shape.
After he acquired the loan, Raphel says he was
able to increase his supply of honey from 300
tonnes to between 500 and 700 tonnes of honey.
Through newly created networks, Raphael began
attracting customers from bot local and international markets.
“For my work to thrive, I knew I had to employ
some people to help me in my work, I also wanted
to expand my retail shops so that I cover all my
customers” Continues Raphael.
Since he got the loan guarantee from PASS,

Valentina making her way to her new
home
Raphael Francis displaying some of his
ready to sale honey products

Rapahel has been able to maintain
8 permanent employees. Before the
boost, he could only afford 4 temporary employees who could be engaged only
when need arose. Raphael has also expanded
to Mbeya and has a big retail store in Mbeya where
customers are attended to.
As he seeks to even expand further, Raphael has
approached PASS Trust for a further support, as
he is already working on venturing into honey processing. “I am already working on modalities of
starting a honey processing factory and am targeting Dodoma. I want to process pure honey for my
customers” Adds Raphael.
The father of 6 admits that indeed, through
PASS guarantee, he has been able to not only support his business, but also improve the living conditions for his family. He has acquired land, build
a modern house for his family and support his children’s education.

Valentine Chatanda (43), a mother
of three from Madaba village in Ruvuma could not hide her joy when she
heard that a group of visitors would
be paying her TUVIKE vicoba group.
When she joined the group three
years ago, Valentina (a disabled
woman) was a homeless widow struggling to raise her young brood single-handedly.
“After joining, I realized that
there was strength in pulling together as a group,” says Valentina as she
narrates to the agribusiness team
some of the goodies that she has
received by being a member of the
group.
TUVIKE Vicoba is one of about 50
self-help groups registered around
Madaba village and its environs. With
a membership of 20 members who
specialize in maize and bean farming, the group is changing the farm-

ing narrative in the
village through
increased production
of
those
two
food crops.
The group
received
a
60%
credit guarantee
from PASS to
acquire a loan of
TZS 11.5 million in
early 2019. Valentina
says she quickly invested her TZS 750,000
share in her twoacre maize and
one-acre
bean
farms, giving her
a return of TZS
1.5 million.
“This was not
little money to
me. I had never
made this kind of
money before and
I got it in just three
months,” she says. She used
the money to buy fertilizer and
chemicals for her farms, something
she had not previously done. She
also managed to hire at least four
casual workers for the farms whereby initially she could only rely on her
children’s insufficient labour.
“Before we got financial support
from PASS and our bank and invested in our farms, we used to waste a

lot of time and resources. We used
to get 400 kilos from one acre of
land, now we are getting 800 kilos
out of the same acre,” she notes.–
After enjoying a good harvest,
Valentina and her fellow group members have renewed energies and are
raring to go again. They have applied
through PASS Trust for a second
loan of TZS 39 million with Valentina
set to receive at least TZS 800,000
as her share for yet another season.
“This time I will cultivate three
acres of maize and one acre of

Valentina being received by one of her
sons who lives with her

beans. I also intend to add two more
temporary workers to support those
who are already there,” she states.
According to the group’s secretary John Michael Chilimo, all they
want is to ensure a good and improved life for all group members.

Supporting Coffee farmers attain full
potential through credit guarantee

The case of
Kanyovu cooperative
society in Kigoma

L

ocated at Matiazo village,
Kalinzi ward in Kigoma rural district ,Kanyovu Coffee
Curing Cooperative Joint Enterprise
Limited also known as KCCCJELhas
grown to become one of the leading
cooperative enterprises in Kigoma
region.
An apex umbrella association for
11 primary cooperatives, KANYOVU
has moved fast to prove that there
is nothing impossible in pulling together as a society with full support
from PASS Trust.
In the year 2016, the cooperative
which specializes in joint processing,

Improved Coffee farms outlook as a result of input loan which
was given out by CRDB bank plc through PASS Trust Credit
Guarantee Support

Rudovick Buka Coffee farm outlook after receiving input loan from KCCJEL which
was supported by PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Support. The Loan was disbursed
by CRDB bank plc-Kigoma

coffee trading and distribution of
inputs to an estimated 7000 clients
expressed the need to secure a loan
for purposes of expansion and meeting some of its important obligations.
Because they own a coffee curing
factory and warehouse which assist

Rudovick Buka Coffee farm outlook before receiving
Input loan from KCCJEL

the cooperative to carry out coffee
aggregation from members, processing into clean coffee and facilitating
coffee trading, they were sure that
their request of Tsh. 3.45 Billion
shillings from the bank will be granted automatically.

PASS Trust team with Board members of KCCJEL and supporting
staff at KCCJEL farmers coffee plantations which has been improved
through input loan utilization which was given out by CRDB bank plc
through PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Support

Part of loans taken by KCCJEL from CRDB bank through
PASS Trust credit guarantee Support enabled the Union to
continue pay rent for the warehouse at Matiazo village. The
warehouse is used for primary coffee beans processing.
The Coffee Processing facility owned by KCCJEL has been
installed in this warehouse.

However, their request was turned down by the bank
they had approached due to insufficient collateral.
PASS later stepped in and guaranteed the cooperative after they approached it for financial linkage services to CRDB bank.
Through PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Support, KCCJEL managed to receive 3.45 bbillion which was used
for making advancee payment to farmers who supplied
Mr. Rudovick Buka in front of his Residential house which has
their coffee to the cooperative.
been rehabilitated after receiving coffee advance payment from
KCCJEL. Advance Loan payments was taken by KCCJEL to pay
Another part of the loan was also used to maintain
farmers who supplied their Coffee to KCCJEL. The loan was taken and service the Coffee Processing Unit owned by the
from CRDB bank Plc Kigoma through PASS Trust Credit Guarantee
entity as well as to cover the cooperative’s other opSupport.
erational costs.
KCCJEL continued to enjoy and utilise financial services offered by PASS Trust. In 2017/18, another
credit facility of 3.62 Billion was again advanced to
the cooperative from CRDB Bank through PASS Trust
Credit Guarantee Support.This facility went a long way
in improving and expanding the cooperatives activities.
Due to the myriad of problems afflicting coffee
farmers. The cooperative’s farmers had been struggling with low output and harvest. PASS TRUST
identified poor farm management skills as among the
Through growing of Coffee business at Kalinzi ward, livelihood
constraints hindering coffee productivity. The probstandard has also improved. This picture shows a woman standing lem according to PASS was compounded low use of
in front of a residential house which is owned by one of the
improved inputs, thus highly affecting their coffee
members of KCCJEL union. The member has been able to supply
business. Through this PASS Trust advised KCCJEL
his house with electric power.

Pictorial

Ms Esther Coffee farm outlook after receiving input loan from KCCJEL members Coffee farms with good management practices
KCCJEL which was supported by PASS Trust Credit Guarantee after receiving input loan from KCCJEL which was disbursed by
Support. The Loan was disbursed by CRDB bank plc-Kigoma CRDB Bank Plc through PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Support

management to not only take the loan to finance
their farmers advance payments but also take
another loan for inputs on behalf of its members.
In the same year (2018), the cooperative requested loan amounting to TZS 2.3Billion through
PASS Trust Credit Guarantee Support; out of
which TZS 500Mill was input loan and the rest
was used as advance payments to farmers and in
running the coffee processing unit. During the
interview with KCCJEL management, it was clarified that; it was not easy for the entity (KCCJEL)
to run its operations. The management specified
that, coffee business took a long time for the entity to receive funds from what has been traded
at the auction.
The advance payments received by farmers according to the cooperative’s management went a
long way in helping farmers pay school fees for
their children, buying household stuff and necessities such as food, rehabilitation /building of
residential houses and starting up of new petty
businesses in their localities.
“We can comfortably say that due to prompt
payments from the Sacco, people from Kalinzi
ward who are among the greatest coffee farmers
have had their living standards improve” Said one
member of the saccos management board.
Currently, farmer’s coffee farms adhere to
good agronomic practices such as the use of improved and quality fertilizers.

Coffee processing machine (CPU) owned by KCCJEL within the rented
warehouse at Matiazo village. In photo PASS team together with
KCCJEL staff.

Growing Coffee business in Kalinzi ward as a result of yield
improvement through input utilization and timely advancement payment
to farmers from KCCJEL, has enabled members of the union to diversify
their livelihood strategies into other petty businesses like this shown
in the photo. These are some of the retail shops owned by KCCJEL
members in Kalinzi ward -Matiazo sub-village.

PASS staff pose for a photo with the pROPRIETOR OF Bajuta
International company- one of PASS beneficiaries fro the
Northern Zone

Staff look at peas harvested by a PASS beneficiary in a recent
visit

Mwanza Branch manager Langelika Kalebi pose for a photo
with Kagera Sugar staff

Manyara RC John Mkirikiti pose for a photo with the PASS
team led by MD Nicomed Bohay during a recent visit to his
office

A PASS beneficiary shows one of the machinery supported by
PASS Trust

One of PASS beneficiaries Mr. Manyumba from Hanang district
talks to MD Nicomed Bohay

PASS Records increased beneficiaries as
government hails the Trust for its role
in supporting the agricultural sector

I

n the year 2020, PASS beneficiaries hit the 36th thousand
mark as more agricultural entrepreneurs sought PASS credit guarantee services.
Until March 2020 (2000 - 31 March
2020), a total of 36,007 projects
worth TZS 916.4 Billion shillings had
been approved and guaranteed by

PASS, with at least 1,196,891 agribusiness Entrepreneurs benefiting from
this guarantee.
According to the trust, more than
45% of the total registered were women.
PASS beneficiaries are drawn from
farmer groups, SACCOS, cooperatives,
farmers’ associations, companies, in-

dividuals and women groups involved
in agribusiness activities. Subsectors
involved here include crop production,
agricultural input trading, irrigation,
farm mechanization, agro-processing,
transportation, horticulture, fish farming and livestock.
“Despite the Covid 19 challenges
that rocked the country between Jan-

uary and March 2020,
PASS successfully underwrote 4,404 projects
with loans reaching a total
of 41,030 beneficiaries (Male
65% and Female 35%). These loans
have been invested in different Agriculture value chain projects” Says
Managing Director Nicomed Bohay.
According to Bohay, PASS has
continued to significantly contribute
towards the growth of the agricultural sector in Tanzania by providing
credit guarantee to agribusiness entrepreneurs who otherwise would not
get credit. PASS offers a partial (6080%) credit guarantee cover to collaborating banks as a means of topping up
inadequate collateral, and this enables
clients to receive financing.
“Because of the increasing demand
for PASS’ services, and the relevance
of existing services offered by PASS,
We continue to prioritize on our strong
foundation to further expand the provision of existing Business Development Services and Financial Services
to significantly improve the outreach
to agribusiness entrepreneurs” Adds
Bohay
He says PASS is well positioned to
continuously search for and develop
new, innovative products and partnerships that can further expand PASS’

outreach
and facilitate access
to finance in the
agricultural
and
agribusiness sector.
In Order to ensure
many people, benefit from
the trust services, Bohay says
the trust is currently embracing rapid development in the ICT
connectivity to ensure efficiency of
services.
For instance, PASS plans to extend
its credit guarantees through the digital platforms for purposes of re-risking lending by both banks and Mobile
Network Operators.
This means that PASS ‘clients will
now be able to access loans guaranteed
by PASS through mobile money.
For effective and widespread reach,
PASS is also in the process of establishing a state-of-the-art call centre

as well as a
knowledge hub
that will enable it
meet customer demands faster as well as
connect them with other
relevant services.
As part of its expansion mission, the trust has also established
a leasing company called- The PASS
Leasing Company that will enable agricultural entrepreneurs access farm
machineries and equipment for agricultural mechanization, industrial agro
processing and irrigation equipment.
the new Leasing company that is
fully owned by PASS is set to open its
doors to the agricultural community
before the end of the year and the
main objective is to make it easier for
farmers to own agricultural machinery.
The company will also support the agricultural sector through provision of
competitively priced lease financing
with the aim of ensuring that producers reach their maximum potential
through leasing Financial Services.

Supporting Tanzania’s
Industrialization agenda
How PASS Trust is making it possible for Manufacturing and Processing
Companies to access funds to enhance production, support livelihoods
The case of Harsho
Animals Feeds Processing
and Packaging Company

S

ince the ban on importation
and manufacturing of plastic bags by the government
in the year 2016, Harsho Packaging Company Limited, a subsidiary
company of Harsho group has been
working towards meeting the increasing demand of environment
friendly packaging bags.
The company has since introduced
the woven bags branded as Harsho
Ghala bags that are being supplied
throughout the country to meet the
increasing demand.
Located at Kwasadara village in
Hai district of Kilimanjaro region,
some 27kms from Klimanjaro International Airport, the company
also owns an established animal
feeds company that also does
packaging materials for the
feeds.
Because of the increasing demand for his environment friendly products, the
company management have
been grappling with idea of
expansion, however, lack of
finances to undertake this
expansion, remained their
biggest challenge.
“We wanted to expand the
plant to include production

of nonwoven fabric rollers and packs
which are considered environmentally friendlier-usable as well as easy to
decompose. But we got stuck because
these are very expensive ventures
though very important” Said Harold
Shoo, the company CEO.
It was during this time that PASS
trust credit Guarantee support came
in handy for the company enabling
them to secure finances through local
a local commercial bank and enabled
them to expand the plant through purchase of machinery that would include

production of nonwoven fabric rollers
and packs which are considered environmentally friendly, re-usable as well
as easy to decompose.
The company has since become
one of the leading manufacturers of
all types of animals and agro inputs
in Tanzania and among the only few
producers of environmentally friendly
packaging bags in the country.
Through the credit guarantee support from PASS Trust, the company
has also been able to set up an industry for recycling produced waste from

Harsho CEO Harold Shoo explains a point during the tour
of the company to MD Nicomed Bohay. Looking on is PASS’
Business Development Manger Leah Ayoub and PASS
Southern Zone manager Emilian Barongo

the manufacturing of bags as well as
collection of waste from other industries of same nature. The waste
is recycled into raw materials for
production of more woven bags.
“We are happy to have supported the company in its endeavour to
meet its increasing production demand. We gave a 50% credit guarantee in the year 2017/2018 that
saw the company secure funds and
another 50% guarantee was given
again in 2019 to even further support the company’s development and
increase production” Said Nicomed
Bohay, PASS, Managing Director.
With this support already in
place, Harsho now
has the

Some of the workers at the factory

capacity to produce an estimated
360,000 different shaped non-woven bags from a previous less than
200,000 bags. The company has
created employment to at least
350 people, some of who are casual
workers.
Apart from expansion, some of
the proceeds have been used to
strengthen production of feed mills
in the form of pallets and add different varieties of produced mills
for differed animals including fish
mills and horse. Before the expansion, the feeds
were

mainly in powdered form only.
In order to ensure protection
of the environment which is key
to PASS trust green growth policy, the company has installed a
recycling plant where waste from
dumped packages are recycled to
form raw materials which are used
for production of polybags and plastic items. This has saved a lot of
waste from ending up in the
streets.

PASS MD Nicomed Bohay
and Harsho Company CEO
Harold Shoo display one of
the packaging bags made at
the factory
Some of the state of the art machines whose purchase was made possible through PASS Support.

PASS Business Committee members led by Dr. Rehema Twalib lead the PASS team during the visit to Kagera Sugar

Working with Kagera
Sugar towards increased
production and support to
small holder farmers

T

he Private Agricultural Sector Support – PASS Trust
has pledged to support Tanzania’s agricultural production companies through its credit guarantee scheme to
enable the companies increase production, create employment
and reduce poverty in the country- in line with the government
of Tanzania’s vision.
The Trust ‘whose sole objective is to facilitate access to financial and business development services for the agribusiness entrepreneurs in Tanzania, has been working to benefit particularly
small holder farmers in Tanzania who cannot access credit in financial institutions, by linking them with financial institutions and
offering them between a 20-60% credit guarantee, thus enabling
millions of agribusiness entrepreneurs to secure loans.
Last week, a section of the Trust’ board members led by its
business Committee chairperson Mrs. Rehema Twalib and MD
Nicomed Bohay toured agricultural projects in the lake Zone and
expressed the need to support even more projects in acquiring

agricultural financing for purposes of enhancing production.
The Committee toured Kagera Sugar
Company which currently provides direct
employment to an estimated 10,000 staff
while 40,000 are benefiting indirectly.
Ashwin Rana, Kagera Sugar CEO while
acknowledging the important role played
by the trust in supporting agricult ural
projects in the country said the company was working towards ensuring that it
meets its target of producing at least
170,000 Metric Tones of sugar by the
year 2025. “Our ultimate goal is to become the leading sugar producer in Tanzania “Said Mr. Rana.
Mrs. Rehema Twalib, PASS chairperson in charge of the business committee speaking alongside the PASS MD
Nicomed Bohay said PASS Trust through
its credit guarantee scheme will support
such companies in line with the country’s
industrialization agenda so that many
Tanzanians will be able to benefit from
the opportunities created.
They spoke during a meeting with
members of the Kagera Sugar Out growers Association.
“As a trust, we have the capacity to
support you as out growers through our
scheme so that you are able to increase
production and reach your potential.
Mr. Bohay called on the

Sugar Company to ensure they embrace
green growth adding that PASS Trust
was moving into supporting projects that
embrace environmental protection ‘We
have to ensure that even as we struggle
to produce, our environment must remain
safe so that our generations have something to be proud of “Added Mr. Bohay.
With at least 14,500 hectares of land
under cane production at Kagera Sugar,
the company says it is working to ensure
these increases to 20,500 hectares by
2022. The company also boasts of having
highly experienced technical skills as well
as a motivated workforce with an excellent increasing production track record.
In its credit guarantee support to
agricultural entrepreneurs in Tanzania,
PASS offers a partial credit guarantee
cover to collaborating banks as a means
of topping up inadequate collateral to
enable clients get financing. PASS provides banks with guarantee ranging from
20-60%, (up to 80% for women) of the
loan amount. PASS beneficiaries can be
individuals (SMEs or farmers) or farmer
groups. PASS also offers Business Development services such as feasibility studies, supports development of
business plans and
con-

Kagera CEO Ashwin Rana shares a point during the visit

PASS team listen to a presentation prepared by one of
the site officers in the field

PASS team look at some of the machinery at Kagera sugar

ducts training or organisation of farmer
groups.
Since inception in the year 2000 until March 2020 (2000 - 31 March 2020),
a total of 36,007 projects worth TZS
916.4 Billion shillings have been approved
and guaranteed by PASS, with at least
1,196,891 agribusiness Entrepreneurs
benefiting from this guarantee. Out of
these numbers, more than 45% are women. The beneficiaries are drawn from
farmers groups, SACCOS, cooperatives,
farmers’ associations, companies, individuals and women groups involved in agribusiness activities.
These beneficiaries have been from
various sub sectors that include livestock, crop production, processing, crop
trading, mechanization, support to irrigation infrastructures, transportation
of agricultural commodities, bee keeping,
fish farming as well as inputs trading.
Over these years, over 2.5Million jobs
have also been created as a result of
PASS Credit Guarantee in the various
sub sectors.

Supporting Tanzania’s Dairy Farmers access
funds through PASS Credit Guarantee
The case of Grand
Demam Dairy
Factory in Arusha,
Tanzania

Grand Demaam Proprietor Mr. Deo Temba explains a point
to the Head of Development Cooperation of the Danish
Embassy in Tanzania Mette Pilgaard during a recent visit to
the factory

Mr. Temba’s dairy cattle

S

ituated along Usa river-25kms
from Arusha town, the small-scale
milk processing factory that was
started in 2011 is slowly transforming into a
giant processing plant, serving hundreds of
milk producers around the Arumeru district.
At least 400 small scale milk vendors from
within and outside the district sell their
produce to Grand Demam factory that now
does processing of sour milk, Yoghurt and
cheese, and selling to ready market around
Arusha region.
The number of milk traders that has
found a market at Grand Demam has increased from the previous years because
the company has been able to install a number of milk processing and handling machines
such as cooling tanks
The Private Agricultural Sector Support
Trust (PASS Trust) through its credit
guarantee scheme was able to support the
management of the company to access funds
from a local bank and support the installation of new machines that had been acquired
from overseas.
“We had acquired these machines
but the cost of installation was
so high that
we had to

Milk packed in 5 litre jerricans ready for sale.

approach PASS Trust to assist us get more
funds from the bank to have us install the
machines. Otherwise, this would not have
been possible” Said the Executive Director
Mr. Deo Temba during a visit to the company
site by officials from the embassy of Denmark and PASS Trust.
When the company began the business
some 7 years ago, they could only process
between 26-50 litres of Yoghurt or sour
Milk a day. “This is because everything was
being handled manually from carrying of milk
jerricans from one corner to the next. We
now have machines that are handling these
activities and these has really helped us a
lot in terms of cleanliness and time wastage”Added Mr. Temba.
Temba says the installation of the machines which PASS Trust supported through
its credit guarantee scheme has made it
possible for the company to increase the

amount of milk it could accommodate from
traders,
“We used to buy only 200 litres of milk
from the traders, and dismiss others because we lacked space to accommodate more
milk, but now, as you can see, we now process
between 2500-3000 litres of milk every
day because we have the capacity to store
“Says Mr. Temba. Indeed, lack of markets,
coupled with poor infrastructure have been
among some of the biggest challenges facing
the dairy sector in Tanzania. However, the
country’s dairy industry has a huge potential to improve food security and livestock
keeper’s welfare.
According to Mr. Temba, the cooling
plants that he has installed have the capacity to handle at least 40,000 litres of Milk,
the reason why he has instructed that
no milk trader should be
turned away

Head of Development Cooperation at the Danish Embassy in
Tanzania Mette Pilgaard listens keenly to Mr. Temba as he
explains about his other pork business venture. Present is
PASS COO Anna Shanalingigwa,Northern zone manager Hellen
Wakuganda and PASS Comunications Specialist Bevin Bhoke

without having their milk purchased.
“We have solved the problem of Milk Spillage that was occasioned by workers moving
around with jerricans and we no longer have
milk getting spoilt because of poor handling
because we now have pumps installed which
move the milk from one point to the next”
Adds Temba.
Above all, in order to meet PASS green
growth requirements, the company has ensured it has reduced its waste release into
the environment through installation of
environment friendly chimneys
that channel very
little

Denmark Embassy in Tanzania’s Head of Development
Cooperation Mette Pilgaard with PASS COO Anna
Shanalingigwa,northern zone manager Hellen Wakuganda
and embassy officials Darius Cosmas and Rasmus Jensen
when they paid a visit to the firm

smoke into the environment. Also, the
by-products of the processing do not find
their way into the neighbourhood thus
destroying the environment, instead, Mr.
Temba, who is a Veterinary graduate from
Sokoine University has purposely initiated a
pigs project where all the wastes from the
milk processing factory are transported and
used as food by the Pigs. He has a ready market for his pigs in Arusha town.
Mr. Temba, if well supported joins the list
of about 82 other milk processing factories
in the country that contributes towards the
production of over 167,000 litres of milk.
70% of Milk produced in the country comes

from the traditional sector while 30% comes
from improved cattle mainly kept by small
holder farmers.
PASS Trust Chief Operations Officer who
was part of the delegation at Mr. Temba’s
visit said PASS will continue to support such
dairy ventures by ensuring they access funds
for expansion so that many other traders can
benefit from their existence.
Grand Demam has employed over 30
staff at the factory as well as the
Pigs farm.

Supporting the dairy Industry in Tanzania
through credit guarantee financing

PASS Business Committee chairperson Dr. Rehema Twalib leads PASS team during a recent visit to Kahama Fresh Farm in
Karagwe district, Kagera region

Workers milking at the
Kahama Fresh Farm.

The case of Kahama Fresh in Karagwe
district- Lake Zone region.

I

t is emerging as one of the biggest agribusiness ventures to
have occurred in Karagwe district, in the country’s Lake zone region.
But Kahama Fresh company LTD as it is
popularly known is not just stopping at
the known livestock ranches.
The company also operates Kahama
Fresh Dairy Processing Plant located at
Kikulura Ranch Rugera, and Kihanga in
Karagwe District.
With the proprietor Josam Ntangenki in control of his business, Kahama
Ranches and Farms have got both exotic
and local breeds such as the Friesians

and Borans for Milk and beef production
respectively. A total of 3,900 livestock
are spread in his various ranches, 700 of
them being dairy cows. The local breeds
are mainly Ankole which are currently
being crossed with exotic breeds like
Boran, Friesians and Sahiwal among other breeds to improve on both their milk
production capacity and beef quality.
Through support from PASS Trust
Credit guarantee scheme, Kahama Fresh
has embarked on the construction of a
milk processing plant in Karagwe that
will continue to benefit the locals even
more. The proprietor Josam Ntagenki,

a civil engineer believes his agribusiness
venture is the best thing that ever happened to him.
“I have always wanted to expand my
dairy business, but due to lack of collateral, it has been difficult for me to
do so, and that is why I am happy that
PASS has been able to support me in
this venture by giving me this guarantee. Now I am able to access funds”
Said Ntangenki.
Through TADB, PASS has given a
credit guarantee of 60% that will see
Mr. Ntangeki access TZS. 2.8billion
shillings.The Civil engineer now says,

with his milk processing plant already
installed, he would wish to retire from
active engagement in the construction
industry and concentrate on benefiting
the community around him,
“I want to work without pressure. I can
only do this if I am settled back here and
concentrate on my milk processing company. Now that I have acquired these
funds, it will enable me impact more by
producing more and supporting even my
employees “Adds Ntangenki.
With the construction already underway, the dairy processing plant being
established in Karagwe is expected to
commence operations in February,2021
and is expected to among other things
impact heavily on the locals through
provision of ready market for their
raw milk, provide high quality dairy processed products on the market, provide
employment opportunities especially to
the youths and women and ensure food
security and increase on per capita milk
consumption.
According to Ntangeki, the processing
plant will also create other opportunities
in the dairy industry value chain that
includes provision of extension services to farmers, establishment of an ICT
online Farm and dairy chain management

Kahama Fresh CEO JOSAM Ntangeki explains to the PASS team a point during the
visit

system where services can be rendered
through the online platform, Farmer
Support Training Facilities, establishment of Livestock Farmer Cooperatives,
Provision of veterinary drugs to farms
on credit, establishment of a breeding
centers with improved technologies to
provide superior breeds to farmers,
Marketing of processed dairy products
& brands to the target market among
many other benefits.
“Agribusiness pays. I began this business 3 years ago in 2017, and as of now,
I can say the only hurdle to achieving
success in this industry is lack of funds.
If this hurdle can be addressed like

PASS is doing for me, many people will
get involved in these dairy activities.”
Adds Ntangeki. With 5 ranches within Bukoba region, Ntangenki joins the
growing list of PASS beneficiaries that
have utilized PASS credit guarantee
scheme to better expand their agribusiness ventures in the country.
Over 1.2M agribusiness entrepreneurs
have benefited from PASS Trust’s services that include business development
services as well as credit guarantee financing since it was established in the
year 2000.
Consequently, an estimated 2.5Million
jobs have also been created.

Some of the machinery supported by PASS

PASS team braving the cold weather as they tour the company’s expansive farm as they tour the expansive Global agency

PASS Credit Guarantee: Supporting agricultural
projects aimed at building capacities of local
agribusiness entrepreneurs for increased productivity.

The case of Global Agency
and Ad Vision International

F

ive villages in Missenyi
district are set to benefit from an agricultural
engagement between a local agricultural company – Global agency
and an international agricultural
company -ad vision,working to
better support the agribusiness
in Tanzania.
The villages, among them Buchurago, Kabingo, Kajunguti, Mushasha, burembo and Kabajuga
are highly placed to benefit from
a multibillion project investment
on agribusiness that is likely to
change the iving stabdards of the
villagers here.
Through rehabilitation of farms

that were previously considered
unproductive, the global agency
is already working on the ground
to ensure the unproductive land
is reclaimed and made productive
for purposes of planting crops.
The villages, all located in Misssenyi distrivt of Kagera region
will each benefit from a series of
things that includes new variety
of seeds, farming skills transfer,
employment, a number of corporate Social Responsibility activities planned including support
to the local foot club as well as
installation of electricity in the
local villages.
Through support from PASS

Trust Credit Guarantee Scheme
for support towards capital expenditure, the agribusiness entrepreneurs are excited at how
the farming environment is likely to change by benefiting the
locals. Already, a planting team
comprised of locals has undergone a 4 months training on good
agricultural practices and use of
machinery to be able to handle
effectively the expensive machinery that has been purchased
for the purpose of clearing the
large trucks of land.
Maize, Wheat and sunflower are
the key targets for the entrepreneurs who already have seen a
market in the nearby Rwanda, Burundi and Uganda markets. They
also plan to also include beans,
potatoes as well as onions.

Having started operations in June 2020, the firm has
already employed 38 permanent staff with at least 200
temporary staff being hired to work in the already existing farms.
“Our intention is to ensure that we use these farms as
demo farms to teach the locals here some of the good
agronomical practices” Said the lead Br. Bashasha, who
went on to thank PASS Trust for what he termed as understanding the issues that affect farmers.
“Rains don’t wait, banks don’t understand us, but we are
happy that you PASS Trust understand what we need
and at what time we need it”He added.

Female employees who are also beneficiaries at the farm
pose for a photo with PASS staff

Management of the global agency and PASS team pose for a photo after the tour of the maize plantation.

PASS Trust holds stakeholder
engagements in a bid to empower
more Tanzanians in Agribusiness

Stakeholders meeting organized by PASS in Njombe district

this region particularly, to take advantage of
PASS Services to improve their lives. PASS
has made it easy for everyone including
youths to engage in agribusiness and create
employment “Said Chalamila.
In Njombe, District Commissioner Ruth
Msafiri gave a stern warning to agricultural
officers in the region to take seriously their
work and engage with farmers so that they
can benefit from services such as PASS adding that lack of coordination was affecting

Stakeholders’ meeting organized by PASS in Makambako
district

service delivery in the agricultural sector
in the district. “Should we wait for PASS
Trust to come and bring us together to tell
us about these opportunities?” Posed Msafiri.
The DC acknowledged many PASS beneficiaries who were present and urged others
to utilize pass products to their advantage.
PASS also pitched camp in the Southern
Zone with stakeholder meetings in Mtwara,
Lindi, Masasi, Tunduru, Songea and Mbinga.
“As an agribusiness entrepreneur, ours

is to link you with Finances so that you can
thrive and improve your business. Agribusiness entrepreneurs have no reason of failing
in business. We are here as a link to ensure
that even those who are considered uncreditworthy due to lack of collateral, get a chance
to access the funds” Said PASS MD Nicomed
Bohay. PASS plans to undertake several other stakeholder engagements in the coming
year 2021 aimed at further supporting the
agribusiness sector across Tanzania.

PASS CEO Nicomed Bohay addressing stakeholders in Mbeya.

T

he agribusiness Sector in Tanzania is set for a major boost from
the Private Agricultural Sector
Support Trust through the trust’s credit
guarantee scheme.
For the first time this year, PASS engaged
stakeholders throughout the country while
engaging with leaders on the appropriate
ways of further increasing the number of
agribusiness entrepreneurs who wish to access financial credit but are unable due to
lack of collateral.
“Since January 2020 to March 2020, we
have been able to guarantee loans worth
TZS 71.5 Billion with hopes that agribusiness entrepreneurs will engage more and
increase agricultural production” Says PASS
MD Nicomed Bohay during one of the en-

gagement forums in Mbeya region.
Since inception in 2000, PASS has continued to significantly contribute towards the
changing narrative of Tanzania’s agricultural
Finance landscape, by assisting agricultural
entrepreneurs to feasibly and profitably
borrow from commercial financial institutions, for purposes of improving their Agri
businesses. Currently, PASS works with
14 financial institutions that include banks
spread across Tanzania, by linking agribusinesses entrepreneurs who have bankable
business plans to financial institutions and
providing them with partial credit guarantee
cover with the aim of topping up inadequate
collateral for clients.
To its clients, PASS offers Business
Development services such as feasibility

studies, supports development of business
plans and conduct training or organisation of
farmer groups. Majorly, PASS offers a partial credit guarantee cover to collaborating
banks as a means of topping up inadequate
collateral to enable clients get financing.
PASS provides banks with a 60% guarantee
(up to 80% for women) of the loan amount.
Beneficiaries can be individuals (SMEs or
farmers) or farmer groups.
Speaking in Mbeya during a stakeholders
meeting in the region, Mbeya regional Commissioner Albert Chalamila led a group of
leaders in the region in hailing PASS Trust
work of guaranteeing farmers credit saying
this has enabled many farmers access finances and engage in meaningful agriculture.
“I call upon agribusiness entrepreneurs in

PASS business development manager Mr. Hamisi Mmomi
listens to a bank official during a PASS stakeholder session

Agricultural officer addresses PASS stakeholders at Njombe
stakeholder forum.

Impact stories
developed by the
communications
department under
the Executive office

“Improving quality of life through agribusiness transformation”

